Today Is Public Health Thank You Day!

Washington, DC, November 20, 2017 — NACCHO recognizes Public Health Thank-You Day as an opportunity to highlight the daily efforts and achievements of public health professionals, who work to keep our communities healthy and safe. Below is a note from NACCHO’s Interim Co-Executive Directors, Laura Hanen, Chief of Government Affairs, and Dr. William Barnes, Chief of Programs:

“Each day, the dedicated workforce of our nation’s local health departments goes toe-to-toe with pressing public health challenges, from diseases to disasters, to protect communities. And while needs and circumstances vary across regions, each of you carries the common torch of protecting and promoting health and wellness. You are the cornerstone of our communities’ health, and we thank you tremendously for everything you do.”

On behalf of all of us at NACCHO, we hope you can take time to celebrate yourselves today. You deserve it!
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